
Great ePortfolio Chantal! 

Had you not given me the link directly to the „MET Courses‟ page, I would have gone directly to 

the „Artifacts‟ page to view your “mementos of an empirical voyage”. At first, I would have 

liked to have seen the reflections along side the artifacts on the „Artifacts‟ page, but after deeper 

consideration, I appreciate the location of the reflections within the various MET courses, as you 

are reflecting on the course as a whole as well as the selected artifact. 

Your extensive selection of artifacts clearly demonstrate all that you have accomplished during 

this program and showcase a variety of technologies. 

I really like the “my focus” sentence you have included for each course and artifact. I also love 

that you have recorded your reflections and included them as audio comments. Hearing your 

voice really brought the reflections alive, and I only wish that some were longer! The language 

used throughout the eP is appropriate for the audience and I found no grammar errors. 

Foundations of Educational Technology (artifact: article) 

Good explanation of why you chose that topic for your paper and what your passion is. 

Applications of Learning Theories to Instruction (artifact: mind map) 

Great mind map, love the colours! I found the map to be a little too big when I opened it as I had 

to scroll along to view, but I understand the sizing difficulties with these mind maps (mine 

included) as too big is better than too small! 

I like that you refer to your personal learning theory (also available to view within the eP) in 

your reflection. You have clearly developed multiple mind maps, would you have your students 

use these? 

Front page / Exploring Media Studies through Digital Film Communication (artifact: movie) / 

http://drofilm1.edublogs.org/ 

Great video! I appreciated your reflection on the difficulties and learning process (the 

adventure!) that took place when developing this video. 

 


